**Summary**

**What if we had software bots that tirelessly test, debug, and monitor our software systems?** IT workers are expensive and scarce. So why can’t we further automate boring, repetitive activities such as testing and debugging? The problem is that we lack computer-readable specifications (so-called oracles) for what the system should do or not do. For decades, this oracle problem has been a roadblock to automated test generation, trusted software repairs, and accurate monitoring of software.

Building on groundbreaking research to infer input languages of systems, S3 introduces a unified approach to learning oracles automatically. It takes a given software system; infers and decodes its inputs and outputs; and runs experiments to extract models of how the system behaves, capturing its semantics by predicting output features for given input features.

These models, named system invariants, allow to fully automate critical software development activities:

**Testing.** System invariants encode languages for automatically generating test inputs and provide oracles for checking test results: “In the TLS server, the \(\text{payload}\) in the \(\text{heartbeat-response}\) must be the same as in the \(\text{heartbeat-request}\).”

**Debugging.** System invariants allow narrowing down causes of software behavior (“The X.509 public key certificate is not recognized if \(\text{subject-name}\) contains a zero byte”). Generated tests and oracles ensure reliable automated repair.

**Monitoring.** System invariants enable detecting abnormal behavior at runtime (“In log4j, logging a \(\text{user-agent}\) containing \"${jndi:\text{url}}\" opens \(\text{url}\)”). Problematic queries can be isolated and investigated until the problem is fixed.

In the future, testing, debugging, and monitoring would thus be taken over by software bots who would autonomously explore software behavior, report issues, and suggest actions to their human co-workers, boosting developer productivity and software reliability.
A Extended Synopsis of the Scientific Proposal

A.1 Objectives

With modern software development practices, humans can assemble feature-rich software systems from powerful components. But the larger these systems become, the harder it is to test them—and when they fail, developers are faced with millions of code lines that all could contribute to the failure.

The aim of s3 is to fully automate testing, debugging, and monitoring of complex software systems. The idea is to have software bots that autonomously write and execute software tests, determine correct behavior, monitor systems in operation, diagnose failures and abnormal behavior, and even repair code to reliably fix failures—reporting and explaining their findings to developers and operators, who may customize and guide their activities (Figure B1-1). Such software bots would substantially reduce the cost of developing software and considerably improve its reliability, while humans would focus on the creative parts of developing software.

A.2 Challenges and State of the Art

Today, we do have software bots to run tests and monitor software. But these bots are dumb—for each bot and each new software, a human must specify what to test and what to observe. In order to autonomously create tests and debug and monitor some new software, bots first have to be able to interact with it—that is, produce inputs, examine outputs, relate these to the inputs, and thus explore and check its functionality. Such an autonomy, however, faces long-standing challenges:

First, there is the input generation problem: How can a bot create inputs that reliably cover functionality? Random system input generators (“fuzzers” [31]) easily detect issues and vulnerabilities in input processing of arbitrary programs. However, creating valid inputs and interactions that reliably reach code beyond input processing is still a challenge, for which test generators still require human assistance—either through input specifications [9, 8, 14, 19, 2, 34] or a comprehensive population of diverse input samples that cover behavior [29, 44, 26, 6]. Without such assistance, a software bot is lost.

The biggest challenge, however, is the long-standing test oracle problem: How can a bot check the outputs of a system? All test generators and fuzzers assume some oracle that checks for correctness—by default, a generic oracle that detects illegal or unresponsive states. If, however, a bot is to run specific checks, it needs a test oracle that retrieves and evaluates the relevant information from the output. Creating oracles manually [38, 9, 25, 7, 32] is nontrivial and time-consuming: “Compared to many aspects of test automation, the problem of automating the test oracle has received significantly less attention, and remains comparatively less well-solved.” [4].

Specification mining and program synthesis techniques mine oracle candidates from a program [13, 1, 42, 17, 3] that match a set of given executions. Despite the progress made by these techniques, their fundamental problem is that they risk overfitting to the given executions. If a \( \sqrt{x} \) function, for instance, is only called with \( x < 100 \), then a specification miner like DAikon [13] would infer that \( x < 100 \) is a precondition of \( \sqrt{t(x)} \) and \( \sqrt{t(x)} < 10 \) a postcondition. Using a generator to test \( \sqrt{t(x)} \) with more arguments would be no help, as it might invoke the function with generated arguments that violate the implicit precondition (say, with \( x = -1 \)), and thus obtain executions with arbitrary results (“garbage in, garbage out”). We thus have a chicken-and-egg problem here: To mine a specification from generated inputs, we need the test generator to respect the very preconditions we want to mine. As with test generation, mining oracles thus needs a comprehensive population of diverse input samples that cover behavior.

The oracle problem not only affects the final result of a computation. If the bot is to interact with the software and produce new inputs in reaction to output properties, we have the oracle problem at every step of the interaction. This is why so much time goes into manual testing and debugging—and still, software catastrophes like Heartbleed [10] or log4shell, the “largest vulnerability ever” [21], keep on haunting us.
A.3 Approach: Learning and Leveraging System Invariants

In recent work, my team and I have pioneered groundbreaking techniques to automatically infer the input language of a system—that is (1) input syntax, learning concise and well-structured grammars from how the system decomposes and processes its inputs [20, 16], generating input samples as needed [28]; and (2) input semantics as constraints detailing how grammar elements relate to each other [41]. From such grammars and constraints, a testing bot can produce myriads of valid inputs, addressing the input generation problem. These inputs are all produced at the system level, where it is the duty of the program under test to reject any invalid input. Hence, we avoid the “garbage in, garbage out” problem and have only valid executions to learn from, including input syntax and semantics.

We had an eureka moment when we realized that we can create similar techniques to also infer syntax and semantics of system outputs, notably output grammars from how the system composes outputs; and again constraints over grammar elements. A testing bot can thus decompose and check system outputs, even in relation to earlier (given or generated) inputs—that is, it addresses the test oracle problem.

This leads us to the central novel concept of S3. System invariants express the semantics of software systems as interleavings of grammars and constraints that characterize inputs, outputs, and their relations. This includes file and network data (bytes and characters); system and API interactions (calls and results); and even graphical user interface interactions. Having once learned the invariants of a system, autonomous bots can leverage them to test, monitor, and debug the system—without ever getting tired.

A.3.1 Learning Input Languages

Let us introduce the concept of system invariants with an example from the networking domain. The Heartbeat extension [43] of a TLS server allows clients to check whether a server is still active, by sending a 0x1 byte followed by a payload, which the server is expected to include verbatim in its response.

The syntax of such requests is easy to specify. The grammar in Figure B1-2 identifies the individual elements in the request; we can use it to parse given requests (and thus access and check its constituents), but also to produce requests (and thus test the server). Using a grammar as a producer ensures syntactic validity. This makes test generation far more efficient than generating and mutating random bytes, as valid inputs reliably exercise functionality beyond input processing. (To test input processing and handling of invalid inputs, we can still mutate valid inputs.)

In recent work [16, 20], my team and I have shown how to automatically extract input grammars from existing programs. Our MIMID prototype takes a program and a set of diverse sample inputs (which we can even generate from scratch [28]) and tracks where and how individual bytes in the input are processed. Bytes that follow the same path form tokens; subroutines induce hierarchies. After refining grammars through active learning, MIMID thus produces a context-free grammar that accurately represents the input language of a program. As MIMID grammars reuse code identifiers and reflect code structure, no other technique produces grammars that are even nearly as concise, structured, and well-readable.

So far, MIMID and similar techniques have assumed mostly text-based parsers with one input source. However, its principles are also applicable to binary inputs and multiple I/O streams. Hence, with S3, the grammar in Figure B1-2 could actually be extracted from a given TLS server and a set of traces, allowing for massive testing of the Heartbeat extension.

A.3.2 Learning Interactions

To really test a system, we also must check its output. In our Heartbeat example, the server responds with a 0x1 byte, followed by the payload in the request and some padding. To specify the response, we could again use a grammar. However, we also want to express that the response is the result of the request. For this, we interleave request and response into a single I/O grammar [23] characterizing the interaction (Figure B1-3).

With such an I/O grammar, we can parse an entire client/server interaction to check whether a 0x1 client request gets a proper 0x2 server response. However, we can also produce inputs for the server, expanding ⟨heartbeat_request⟩, and then parse and check the server response. Alternatively, we can mock a server by
parsing its input and then producing its output, expanding (heartbeat_response). By interleaving multiple input and output sources in a single representation, we obtain a declarative specification of interactions that embeds all the expressiveness of finite-state protocol specifications, yet is detailed enough to produce valid inputs and check concrete outputs alike. Besides bytes and characters exchanged, I/O grammars can also encode file and system I/O, resource accesses, and even GUI interactions [48].

Our techniques for learning input grammars can be equally applied for learning output grammars, by tracking output bytes back to the methods that produced them. As the S3 techniques easily produce a wide diversity of inputs, we have a wide variety of interactions to learn from.

A.3.3 Learning Constraints

Our grammar in Figure B1-3 still is not sufficient for testing, as we miss essential properties—for instance, that the payload in request and response should be identical. Such equalities cannot be expressed in a context-free grammar. However, we can represent these as additional constraints that express the relationship between elements in the exchange. Such constraints are similar to function pre- and postconditions, except that the role of function variables is taken by grammar nonterminals. They can thus make use of arbitrary formalisms, expressing e.g. arithmetic, strings, sets, or temporal logic.

Figure B1-4 lists such constraints for the grammar in Figure B1-3. We see that (payload_length) is the length of the (payload) element (for both request and response), and that the payload in request and response must be identical.

I call the combination of an I/O grammar (Figure B1-3) and I/O constraints (Figure B1-4) a system invariant, as it specifies the possible interactions of systems as well as their pre- and postconditions. By separating the formalisms for grammars and constraints, we can make use of efficient grammar-based parsers and producers, offloading only the semantic aspects to checkers and solvers. The alternative, universally using string constraints for lexical, syntactical, and semantic properties, would quickly overload a solver like Z3 [5, “The solver isn’t particularly good at handling all cases around these”].

Manually specified invariants can easily check concrete interactions. A Heartbleed attack, in which (payload_length) would be manipulated such that (heartbeat_response).payload would include private server memory contents, would be immediately detected by violating the given constraints.

Such manual specification is tiresome, though. Hence, a key idea of this proposal is to extract constraints automatically from given traces and implementations. Notably, program synthesis techniques could systematically find predicates (constraints) that match the observed values of variables (nonterminals). But while program synthesis may overfit to a small set of observed values, we can use the input grammar to generate as many valid and diverse inputs as we see fit, and hence can have a myriad of interactions to learn from.

Defining such constraints is feasible. Our ISLa input specification language [41] allows expressing and checking constraints like the ones in Figure B1-4. ISLa also serves as a producer, using the Z3 constraint solver to produce semantically valid inputs. To the best of our knowledge, ISLa is the first and only declarative language that can capture the full semantics of complex inputs for parsing and producing.

We can even learn constraints from given inputs, our ISlearn prototype instantiates patterns from a catalog to obtain invariant candidates [13]; to mine such constraints at the system level is also a first. Our learner can thus easily detect that in all observed inputs, (payload_length) is indeed the length of the payload (Figure B1-4). While validating this invariant candidate, however, the learner would test the server with counterexamples violating the payload length assumption, and thus immediately trigger the Heartbleed vulnerability (Figure B1-5).

But how would a bot distinguish correct from incorrect behavior? Our learners can partition behavior into syntactic and semantic equivalence classes. For Heartbeat, these classes would be: (1) a request where the payload returned is identical; and (2) one where it is not (i.e., Heartbleed). With one invariant and example for each, these two classes would be easy for humans to check; such differentiation would also allow focusing on the most relevant invariants. If earlier runs or versions exist, though, our bots can focus on new and unseen behavior [12], comparing behavior against invariants learned from existing runs and/or
previous program versions. Output differences can be measured at syntactic and semantic levels, avoiding spurious alarms due to minor differences such as time stamps or session keys.

As a result, bots can produce concise and actionable reports in which grammar elements abstract and generalize problem circumstances [15, 24]: “If the \{payload_length\} field in the client request \{heartbeat_request\} exceeds the request length, then in the server \{heartbeat_response\}, the \{payload\} is different (Figure B1-5), in contrast to all past runs. Are you aware of this?”

\begin{equation}
\text{\{heartbeat_request\}} := 0x1 \text{0x3ff} \text{"hello" 0x0} \ldots \\
\text{\{heartbeat_response\}} := 0x2 \text{0x3ff} \text{"hello\@secret1\@secret2\@"}
\end{equation}

Figure B1-5: A concrete interchange leaking secrets

A.4 Risks and Gains

Let me be clear: What I have sketched above is a “happy path,” which assumes that lots of postulated techniques would work as intended. Real-world system invariants will be far, far more complex than the Heartbeat extension—the full TLS 1.3 specification [37], for instance, encompasses 160 pages. Even though we will be able to infer most or even all of a system’s I/O syntax; there is no way that S3 would be able to obtain such full and precise semantics of systems fully automatically. That is because all synthesis and learning techniques break down complex behavior into simple functions—and thus may produce approximations even if given an infinite supply of executions to learn from. However, even approximate and partial invariants already suffice to: (1) obtain high-level, declarative specifications of system behavior, to be read, refined, and extended by humans; (2) have oracles that precisely check for these invariants; (3) generate myriads of valid test inputs; (4) use executions from these test inputs to further refine invariants and oracles; (5) have precise debugging and repair as our generated tests avoid overfitting; (6) can discover anomalies, subtle bugs, and vulnerabilities in critical infrastructures; and (7) thus still reach our objective—software bots that autonomously test, debug, and monitor given software.

A.5 Organization

The S3 project comes in six work packages: WP1–WP3 cover obtaining system invariants, notably foundations (WP1), mining input languages (WP2), and synthesizing invariants (WP3). WP4–WP6 apply system invariants in testing (WP4), debugging (WP5), and monitoring (WP6).

Six Ph.D. students, each working on a WP for 3.5 years, will be funded by the present proposal. Two postdocs who will combine their own independent research agenda with S3 techniques (one for WP1–WP3, one for WP4–WP6) and I (devoting 50% of working time to S3) will be funded through my resources at CISPA.

Figure B1-6 shows the information flow between packages. While work packages are designed to benefit from each other and create synergies, each package can also be realized independently.

WP1: Foundations of System Invariants. In WP1, my team and I define syntax and semantics of system invariants, notably for stateful and reactive systems, building on our experience in specifying complex input languages [41]. This includes research to: (1) specify vocabularies and libraries for common system invariants; (2) track access to system resources, notably reading and writing to multiple channels; (3) track nonfunctional properties such as resource usage, flows, or dependencies [27], timing, frequency, or thread schedules; and (4) tie multiple layers of encoding and encryption. We will run case studies, creating invariants for protocols such as FTP [36], SMTP [35], or TLS [37].

WP2: Mining Input Languages. In WP2, we mine input languages from existing systems to express their set of valid inputs; these form system preconditions. We build on our experience in mining input grammars [16, 20] and track input elements throughout program executions to infer input structure as well as semantic constraints. Challenges include: (1) systematically refining input languages by checking whether inputs generated from them are accepted by the system under test; (2) detecting processing layers (say, scanning XML tokens, parsing XML syntax, processing an XML tree); and (3) detecting constraints such as length fields or checksums.

WP3: Synthesizing System Invariants. In WP3, we mine the syntax and semantics of system outputs, expressed as grammars and relationships between input and output elements, effectively acting as
system postconditions. This includes: (1) learning output grammars from given systems; (2) synthesizing semantic properties using pattern catalogs and program synthesis techniques; (3) developing 

differentiation techniques
to determine the properties most relevant for some outcome; and (4) refining properties through generated test cases.

**WP4: Testing with System Invariants.** WP4 makes use of the system invariants specified in WP1 (or mined in WP2 and WP3) to thoroughly test existing systems. This builds on our experience in systematically generating highly complex inputs [41, 18, 11]. We will research means to: (1) use system invariants as oracles; (2) use invariants as mock objects during testing; (3) achieve systematic coverage over input and output elements, constraint conditions, and their combinations; and (4) develop a methodology for invariant-driven development, refining hand-specified invariants into implementations. As a result, we obtain fully automated testing techniques that effectively and efficiently explore program behavior and flag unexpected outcomes.

**WP5: Debugging with System Invariants.** In WP5, my team and I generate diagnoses and repairs for failures. Based on our experience in leveraging input grammars to determine failure circumstances [15, 24], my team and I will research how to derive invariants that characterize failing runs (in contrast to passing runs). Such invariants not only explain failure conditions, but also produce further test inputs that trigger the failure; generated tests and oracles then guide and validate automated software repair.

**WP6: Monitoring with System Invariants.** In WP6, we want to raise anomaly detection to a higher level. We first learn system invariants from (generated) tests and/or in production. Again, the resulting invariants would express high-level syntactic and semantic I/O properties, but also resource accesses dependent on earlier inputs—allowing a far higher expressiveness and abstraction level than the generic checks in common intrusion detection systems. Our bots can then continuously and efficiently check system invariants; in case of a violation, they would diagnose the precise circumstances of an attack and isolate matching inputs. Untrusted systems and components could be constrained to extracted and assessed invariants, preventing latent malicious behavior [22].

To implement and evaluate our techniques, my team and I will first build prototypes in and for Python programs. Our experience with our interactive textbooks on test generation [47] and debugging [46] has shown us that in Python, novel techniques for dynamic instrumentation and analysis can be implemented orders of magnitude faster than with traditional compiled languages such as C or Java.

Having thus refined our algorithms and techniques, we will instantiate them for C programs and integrate them into bots for testing, debugging, and monitoring real-world servers and interactive systems. Our evaluation will focus on traditional accuracy measures. For WP4, the question will be how well mined system invariants approximate input and output languages; for WP5, how well they capture failure conditions; and for WP6, how well they identify attacks and abnormal behavior. The goal is to have a high recall (= missing few bugs / failure conditions / attacks) and a high precision (= reporting few false alarms).

The S3 techniques will become available as: (1) open source textbooks that demonstrate all concepts with interactive, well-documented code and examples, allowing for easy replication and extension; and (2) open source software bots for autonomous testing, debugging, and monitoring of real-world software.

### A.6 Impact

S3 will not only produce autonomous software bots for testing, debugging, and monitoring, but also detect (and fix) significant bugs in day-to-day systems. Catching just one vulnerability before it goes into production might be worth more than the entire cost of this research.

But S3 also unlocks synergies with other research fields, as its system invariants provide a de facto infinite supply of tests, with hundreds of input, output, and execution features available for analysis and learning. Mining function specifications [13] can finally become precise, providing pre- and postconditions to boost symbolic reasoning and verification; these invariants could even refer to input and configuration properties. Network and security protocols would be supplied with formal specifications for inspection and verification [30]. Inferring system invariants from opaque systems such as trained machine learning models would reverse engineer them [33], explaining and predicting their behavior based on myriad experiments.

Developers today spend 50% of their time on testing and debugging, and still cannot eradicate all software bugs and vulnerabilities. The gains in productivity and reliability by S3 software bots could be considerable—up to even being measurable in the gross national product of Europe and the world.
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   This paper introduced test oracle inference at the unit level, using mutation analysis.
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   The LANGFUZZ tool introduced grammar-based test generation to the security community.
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F Questions and Answers

How does S3 address important challenges? The central problem of test generation, debugging, monitoring is the lack of oracles—predicates that check whether some functionality is correct or not. S3 solves the oracle problem by: (1) generating inputs at the system level, where invalid and nonsensical inputs would be rejected; hence, we only learn from valid inputs; (2) decomposing system outputs to learn postconditions and invariants; and (3) systematically exploring input and output space to prevent overfitting to a small set of given inputs. For details, see Section A.2 and Section D.1.3.

How does S3 go beyond the state of the art? Automatic test generation and fuzzing so far only check for generic issues such as crashes. With oracles extracted from system output, generated tests can finally check whether behavior is common and correct. With such tests, automated debugging, repair, and monitoring become way more accurate in their warnings, diagnoses, and fixes, because an infinite number of tests is available for guidance and validation. See also Section A.2.

Why not generate tests at the unit level? Generating function calls is easy, as arguments and types are all explicit. But types do not always capture the full semantics of arguments. For \( \text{int } \sqrt{\text{int } x} \), a test generator may invoke \( \sqrt{-1} \), and if this fails, produce a (false) failure report. At the system level, this problem does not arise, as programs are expected to reject invalid inputs (Section D.1.1).

Aren’t there already dynamic invariant learners at the unit level? Yes, but these can only learn from given runs, as generated function arguments again may be nonsensical (“garbage in, garbage out”; Section D.1.3). Checks at the unit level come too late to block inputs and prevent damage; and if they fail, they refer to internal conditions that are difficult to characterize and debug.

How do you know the behaviors you learn from are correct? We assume that most of them are correct, allowing our bots to flag abnormal behavior. The abstraction in system invariants allows us to differentiate high-level equivalence classes of output (and thus behavior) differences, such that humans can easily assess outliers for correctness (Figure B2-5; see also WP3 and WP4).

How do you know your test cover all behaviors? Testing is incomplete by construction. If we know the syntactic and semantic properties of the input, though, we can make testing way more effective, especially as we infer which properties trigger which functionality (WP5).

My server is a complete black box. How could you infer its input structure? We can learn the input grammar from an open source alternative, or an output grammar from a client.

How do you handle encrypted and encoded data? We assume multiple layers connected via constraints that describe encryption and encoding (WP1–WP2).

How do you handle passwords? Do you infer them? This is why system invariants must be readable and maintainable by developers, so they can specify the information that bots need.

Why not infer (formalism) instead of grammars and constraints? Developers are well familiar with both grammars and conditions. Regular expressions and state machines cannot fully capture the complexity of file formats and interactions. Universal grammars would require encoding basic primitives such as arithmetic as grammars, which is impractical. Programs can either parse or produce, but not both.

How would S3 capture the entire behavior of (system) in a few constraints? We do not aim for learning (or even specifying) all behavior. A small set of critical invariants, even partial or approximate, already can bring huge benefits for testing, debugging, and monitoring (Section A.4).

How does S3 scale to large distributed parallel systems? One service at a time. In a network of components, we can tie output grammars of clients to the input grammars of servers and vice versa, offering even more opportunities for testing and inference.

How about vulnerabilities that do not show up in the output? Such vulnerabilities would manifest themselves via resource accesses. If a system has, say, a backdoor that opens an unrestricted shell, a monitor bot would note that it starts a shell not running any of the previously observed scripts.

How about complex user interfaces such as the metaverse? We would not apply S3 at the pixel level, but some layer below, where interaction takes place as operations on individual objects.

Isn’t S3 just a continuation of your earlier work? Not at all. My team and I build on our expertise in inferring input structure, as well as our contributions in testing and debugging. But creating universal ways to decode and assess outputs, solving the oracle problem, and generally going for the largest of scale and automation is far beyond what we—or anyone else—has ever done before.